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repPooIbl~tltts are not to I* constrmed as pat of the torn) 
bVIOMs Concer Progra 4ECP). A discussion of tbms Itie 
401e liation &ctivltls and IresoWsritlittte Is Inc#uded witlh* 

th spogrm friptlos for complteness. All related 
actwitles. a" #Mrlbd. are based upon the fwdemmetal premise 
that the great majority of employee concerns are best handled amd 
relved to the satisfaction of Mll parties by inet managemen~t 
urGNIZatVIo an that the fMI (CP Orga~iztios.- Including Sit* Apresetative. 41 complements and reinforces the ability of 
linet management to deaI with eMloyee concerns: and (2) en~srs 
employees, that their concerns will receive, prompt and effective 
act ion.  

The poraop qemdils several key fundamentals designed to support 
high standards of quality and safety In TVA nuclear activities.  
These Include: 

o Providing for early Identification of problem of 
empoye/mnapentreations within the line organization.  

0 Ifflftiatiom of intimidation. harassment,, or reprisal actions 
against "emlyees raising concters.  

o focusing the responsibility for effective operation of the 
progrm to a single organization.  

* Providing for confideotiality, upon employee request.  

o Developing Imporoved Communication betwee eployees and 
supervisors.  

o Encouraging employee oarticipation tn accomplishing proi~ram 
impo~vements.  

o Encouraging the line organization to solve prolems ONich 
901st within the inet organization.  

o Providing an independent Comeuncation Channel withinl the line 
organization for empoyes to use for reporting concerns 
outside their work organization (Site Reproesetative (SA)), 

o Using the TVA Inspector General (IG. as an outlet Inend denta 
of the OUP organization.  

o Utilizing standardized docomenttetion. rtcordbeeping trending, 
bad C~ONR data base for all locations,



"8IM *It" tn* 1CF ftn"r'5 Orga~iztlon. A key #Iemet if this rOwra Is an UP Sit at echd ma#lor 'suc ler-re iatt locatiton* 
The (CF So Is responsible for ldenttfying And working witth Sentor O m igeet to correct Situations brought to the jCF SR's Attention vWhr& empi eesvpevtsor/uaaagem~n communtcattons or relationshiips fatl to establish an envirommenst for free expression of concern. The WC S4 also serves as a recipient of concerns or dtffertng employee vimw sparate from the line organization In which the employee works. It Is the (CF IWs responsibtlity to evaluate the nature of the indiv0dual's, concern amd to channel efforts towards its proper resolution. This may Include eincauratag resolution of the concern with line supervision. evaluation of the concern by site line organization staff. evaluation of the concern by 
the OWF corporate staff. or evaluatton of the concern by a third party 
orgIniztion.  

Nthing in this description alters or Affects any eMloyees1 right to report any matter to the TVA IG. which provides a reporting channel totally Independent of the line organization or ECP Manager. The e"JOYee also has access to NRC, Office of Safety and Mealth Administration. or the Department of Labor.  

A. Organiztio 

The Manager of Nuclear Power has primary responsibility for the safe design. construction. And operation of TVA's nuclear plants.  
Essential to the successful elecution of this reponsibility Is the ability to obtain information from employees About concerns. Issues, or conditions that they believe art not correct; and thus, the ability to take effective. timely corrective Action. Functions and responsibilities of the-key members of this organization are AS 
fol lows; 

I . %!2j 2f- %clear oer 
The 1a 1ger of Nuclear Power Is responsible for all activities In 
019 anu establishes policy and general program oirection for an effective (CP. Throwih Lh# manager's direction and Actions. an environment for employees to freely express their concerns regarding wrk activities within the office is established.  
Immediate And decisive Action Is taken against any 041Mpoe or manager that has been shown to take actions involving recrimination or retribaition agaiost an employee for faising a 
cocernI



ISTwVIw.ftl SWok Onvirouint within their are& of responsibility that encourages open comunication and mutual 
respect betwee employes and Supervisors. Employ#* concerns and 
ides" are encouraged and given oue consideration. Disposition of Information received from employees will normally be handled 
through routine processes. programs, or procedures such as design Change requests, nononformance, reports, suggestions. etc.. and 
would not be documented as an oemployet concer. TM Responses to 
employees on actions taken or planned art essential. These directors and managers are responsible for Implementing 
administrative, procedures that Oaf Ine responsibilIties of employees and supervisors for handling such matters wtthin their 
respective organizations and for providing training to e"sure all 
employees understand the program.  

3. EmplnoyeConcern Program Manager 

The ECP Manager is responsible for taking actions to ensure the 
program Is understood by employees and management. Is functioning 
to accomplish the goals of the program. and Is achieving desired 
results. The ECP Manager is responsible for establishing a 
program within the ECP organization for receiving and evaluating 
employee concerns for which the employee/supervisor has been 
Ineffective. Is not trusted. or where the, employee desires 
confidentiality. The ECP manager Is also responsible for owoking 
with lint management and QA to Identify any artas of weakness within the line program or to assist Itine management In the 
promCoton Of the ECP Within their organizational Units. The (CP 
Manager arranges with organizations outside of the OW to obtain 
assistance In evaluating eMloyee concernst Or in providingS Information to these organizations In the resolution of epoe 
concerns. The (CP Manager Is responsible for the staffing and 
supervision of ICP SRs at all major OWP Installations and offices 
and for Seeing that the program at each site, Is a consistent 0art 
of the overall unified TVA [CP. The ECPManager Implementsa 
program to evaluate the effectiveness of the ECP, providing 
feedback to lint management at each of the major Installations &and 
offices and to the Manager of Nuclear Power.



evvective employeelsuparvisor relationship. Additionally, the ECP SA will to available to receive employee concerns when thert is a 
breakdown io the desired employeelsupervsor Communications or 
work~lng relationship. Employees that are being terminate# or 
transferred from one location to another will &Iso be given an 
Wxt Interview by the 1CP SIk to enSort there art no unidentified 
diefictencies of which the employee is knowledgeable. The (CP Sp 
Is responsible for the evaluation or investigation of employee 
contcerns that are received by the ECP Sit. The ECP SA fty 
Investigate the concern or may utilize otler resources to have an investigatioo mae where It Call be d00e by persons not Involved In 
the concern. The £CP SA will be responsible for the completion of an acceptable investigation and for Closing the Issue with the employee.  

The ECP S4 Is resposible for performing evaluations of the ECP 
within the line organization or for taking actions necessary to determine If the goals of the program are being met In the 
workplace.  

S. Swprvisors 

It Is the Inherent responsibility of a supervisor to take action 
when a perceived deficiency Is Identified. Such action should 
Include evaluation and corrective action It needed. The employees 
working for a supervisor have available firsthand knowledge of the adequacy of the basic Ingredients necessary for accomplishing worit in accordance with Quality requirements. The supervisor is 
rosponsible for evaluating or arranging for the appropriate line, 
quality assurance. or other organization to evaluate any matter 
raised by an epoyeen and for promoting within the work group an atmosphere that encourages employees to bring to the supervisor's 
attention conditions that are either unatccetable or that the 
employee perceives as unacceptable.  

6. Emloyeesq 

Employes art resonsible for corforming work activitits in accordance with Instructions provided by u'nagesont #no qtiliZing 
proper equipment and procedural controls. Emoloyme have an 
obligation to repor* to their supervisor conditions which exist 
that art not withir the limits established by procedural controls or the failure of equip men t that would result In a work activity being performe# in an unacceptable manner. Employees have an 
Obligation tr Identify unsafe Conditions to their management.



Each of these steps Is discussed in subsections 8.1 and 8.2 with an 
Indication of the intonded method for handling the concerns and the 
alternate methods available to the employ##.  

ilithl" the (A4P organization, an employ*e may bring an employee concern 
to the responsible supervisor or to the ECP SR at the location where 
the employee Is working. The rectipt and handling of concerns bythose organizational units are as Indicated In subsections S.1 and 1.2.  

The choice made by an employee where to express a concern will in many 
Casts reflect the employee's confidence In the supervisor's or 
manager's ability to resolve the concern.  

1. Resolution of Egploye Concerns by Supervisor 

The preferred method for handling employee concerns is with the 
employee expressing a concern to the responsible supervisor. This is the normal and desired method for handling problems or concerns 
an employee has in the workplace. The supervisor has the 
continuing respoesibility to 5upr-rvise the assigned employees.  
including providing clarification of work activities. procedures.  
policy. or other matters. Any concern brought to the attention of 
the supervisor and resolved at that level to the satisfaction of 
the employee, Including those situations where corrective action 
is reQUired. is the t*ercij# of good management.  

In the resolution of the employee concern or question, the 
supervisor may utilize the normal line organizational units.  
Intltiding discussion with other levels of supervision or 
management. In #11 Cases where eithtr the supervisor or manager 
Considers he doies not have sufficient information or expertise to 
harndle the concern or "ustion, the supervisor or manager sOWNl 
either obtain assistance to adequately handle the concern or advise the concerned employee that the Concern may be taken to the 
ECO SR.



2. Resolution of Eutolovee Concerns By Emoloyee Concern Program Site 
Representattve 

a. Receipft of Employee Concern 

An employee 'concern can be received by the ECP SR from 
a number of means. including any of the following.  

o Walk-in 
o Scheduled interviews 
o Wh&e call 
o Referral from line organization 
o Exit-interview 
o Mail-in (form) 

Kalk-In 

Any employee may choose to express a concern with the 
ECP SR. The employee may desire to have 
confidentiality and thus not choose to have the cuicern 
resolved by the supervisor. The ECP SR will obtain 
sufficient information to fully Identify the concern of 
the employee and to allow for tts Investigation and 
resolution. During the interview. the employee will be 
asked If confidentiality Is desired. Confidentiality 
will be preserved If requested. There will be a 
documented record of-all concerns expressed to the ECP 
SR.

In all cases where an employee comes to the ECP SR. the 
ECP SR will determine the nature of the concern. The 
ECP SR will encourage the emp~oyee to attempt to 
resolve the issue with the supervisor. Khere the 
employee does not Ovoose to do so. the ECP SR will 
attempt to determine the reasons for this condition and 
will evaluate the condition for further action.  

Scheduled Interviews 

The E,:P SR may interview employees and/or managers to 
obtaiai feedback regarding the ECP or as part of an 
Investigation. Scheduled Interviews may Include a few 
employees from different organizational units or may 
include all employees from Oelected o~rganizational 
units depending on the objectives of the Interview 
process.  

Phone Calls 

All ECP SRs will have the capability to receive phone 
calls from those persons at or-in the vicinity of the 
site. Any concerns received by the EC? SRs will be 
handled In the same manner as concerns provided by 
walk-ins.



from Line Orqantzatton

anl employee concern may be brought to the attention of 
the site representative from th ln supervisor of the 
employee or other line managers_ receiving a concern 
from an employee. Such a referral 2may be made because 
the supervisor- was unable to resolve the Issue or 
because the supervisor (and his/her manager) determined 
that the Issue or concern could-more appropriately be 
resolved by the ECP SR.  

Exit Interview 

All employees leaving the site that are either 
terminated or transferred to another job In P/A will be 
interviewed as a part of the employee checkout 
procedure. During the interview process, the employee 
will be requested to Indicate if there are concerns 
regarding safety of construction or operations.  

Mail-In (Forms) 

At all major nuclear program locations. employees will 
have available forms that can be utilized to Identify a 
concern. Any employee concern received In this way 
will be treated the same as a concern originating from 
other means.  

t.Investigation of-Employee Concern 

The ECP SR is responsible for the evaluation and/or 
Investigation of all concerns brought to the attention 
of the ECP SR organization. This Includes concerns 
originating from any of the sources Identified In 
subsection B.2.a.  

The EC? SR Is responsible for the following actions 
Involving the resolution of an employee concern.  

o Preliminary evaluation of the concern.  

o Evaluation/investigation of the concern or 
assignment of the concern to an organizational unit 
for evaluation or Investigation.  

o Review of the findings and/or results of 
investigations assigned to other organizations and 
accepting or rejecting the report or referring the 
report to the ECP Manager for evaluation.

I



Preliminary Evaluation of Concern 
The E&SR illmakea~ preliminary evaluation ofth 

conern.deCPSrmieisgnr wiNg -n the 7.ai 
issues Pinvle with i~t.Prior to'prformingzanbac 
ivstigation or assiguing the concern for 

Investigation. the ECP SR may determine If the concern 
has previously been identified or investigated.  

The ECP SR may utilize such information to either 
immedtately respond to the employee or determine what 
additional Information Is needed and the extent of 
investigative activity.  

Assignment of Concern for Investigation 

Based upon the preliminary evaluation of the concern as 
Indicated above.--he ECP SR will either resolve the 
concern by completing any needed investigation or 
determine an appropriate organizational unit for 
investigation. Assignment for Investigation will be 
made to a knowledgeable organizational unit within P/A.  
consistent with ensuring an adequate degree of 
independence. a lack of involvement with the concern, 
-and requirements associated with confidentiality. Some 
of the available sources for investigation are 
described In subsection C.4.  

The ECP SR notifies the ECP Manager of the resajlts of 
the preliminary evaluation of Intimidation and 
harassment concerns prior to beginning any 
Investigation. The ECP Manager will discuss the 
preliminary evaluation results with the Manager of 
Nuclear Power. Depe Ing upon the nature of the 
concern, the complexity of the Issue. the requirement 
for trained investigators. and/or the degree of 
Involvement of Of4P management In the case, the Manager 
of NucleariPower decides whether the concern Is to be 
assigned for Investigation as described above or 
referred to the IG for Investigation. The ECP SR Is notified by the ECP Manager of the Investigation 
assignment.



Review of Investigation 1100. '--Nformed by Other 
Organizations 

TheýECPeSRVi'responsible for review of all 
-ivsigto reots ncluding those performed by 
other Organizations. The ECP SR wiill specifically 
examine the report to determine If it addresses ~the 
concern and to ensure that findings are supported by 
factual information. In cases where the ECP SR 
considers the report deficient or unclear. the ECP SR 
will meet and -resolve the concerns with the 
investigati1 , organization. The ECP SR will determine 
if findings address the concerns identified in the 
repo,*". When 'he ECP SR is satisfied that the 
Investigztion report Is adequate, the report Is 
submitted to th ECP Manager for approval. Once 
approved, the ECP Manager provides the report to 
appropriate line management.  

c. Corrective Action by the Line Organization 

Upon receipt of the investigation report, the line 
organization Is responsible for implementation of 
corrective actions to Investigation report findings.  
The Implementing organization will provide written 
response to the ECP Manager regarding the specific 
correcttie actions taken to findings Identified. Any 
disagreements -~qardIng findings or corrective actions 
between the line 0. ganization and ECP Manager will be 
-scalated to the Manager of Nuclear Power for final 
resolution. Additionally, the line will review the 
report and its findings for generic applicability.  
reportability to NRC, and to detErmine the need for 
stop work orders.  

d. Notifying Employee of Concern Resolution 

the ECP SR Is responsible for providing the employee 
who raised a concern with the results of the 
Investigation. This will generally-be done by 
arranging a meeting with the employee. At the meeting, 
the findings of the Investilation and MEi- designated 
corrective action will be p isented . Employees who 
have raised concerns that were :,t resolved prior to 
the employee leaving TVA will be itified of the 
resolution. The employee will be -rovided with the 
results of the Investigation reporc. If the employee -Iwever Is not satisfied with the resohlu.on of the 
concern, the ECC SR will discuss with the employee 
other means of having the concern evaluated. The 
employee may desire to have the concern examined by the 
IG. If so. the ECP SR will provide the IG with the 
file on the employee's concern.
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e Records 

The ECP SR will be responsible for maintasiningrecoe 
of the eitire activiW Iinvolvilng resolution of a_ 

co~eii~hsvwill nclude the Identification of thte 
Concern.: the .Investigatilon report. the designation of 
corrective action by the lint organization. any 
correspondence relative to the_-specific concern, the 
closure process with the employite, any transfer of 
information to the ECP data base, and records of 
employee exit interviews.  

.C. Program Support Activities 

1. Employee Concern Program 1)ata Base 

Information related to evaluation and/or investigation 
of employee concerns will be retained by each ECP SR 
and will be Input Into a computer data base.  

In order to ensure maximum benefit from the Information 
data base, the ECP Manager will establish and enforce 
specific guidance and requirements for data base input 
for all nuclear sites where ECP SRs are located.  

The ECP SR will use the data base to determine if the 
concern has already been raised and. If so, to obtain 
reference to the appropriate Inveitigation report 
findings and the corrective action. If the concern was 
similar to a concern previously Investigated, the ECP 
SR will utilize previous Investigations to supplement 
any new investigative activity. At a specific site, if 
a concern is Identical to one raised previously, the 
ECP SR may utilize earlier investigative efforts and 
designated corrective action to determine root causes.  

The data base will be supplemenced by information that 
will eventually Include summary Information on all 
concerns and related Investigation results from the 
Watts Bar ECSP.  

2. Training-and Orientation of Employees 

All employees In ONP are provided training or 
orientation in the ECP. This Includes program emphasis 
-to various General Employee Training courses, 
orientation handouts for new employees, and periodic 
paycheck Inserts as a minimum.  

Special training regarding this program will be 
provided to employees and management where the ECP 
kanager and/or the ECP SRs Identify situations where 
there Is Indication that employee/supervisor Interfaces 
are not satts'actory.



The ECP Manager and ECP SR's staff will actively 
promote the program within the line organization at the 
senior manager level.  

4. Inetigative Sorces 

The )Ine organization at the supervisory or managerial 
level. the ECP Manager. and the ECP SRs may require 
capability to evaluate and/or investigate some employee 
concerns that they receive from employees. When a 
concern is brought to the attention of the line 
supervisoz-, If the concern relates to activities for 
which the supervisor is responsible, the supervisor 
would address the concern or Issr'e by comparing the 
employee's concern with the condition required by the 
program or procedural control associated with the work 
activity. If there are any doubts about the resolution 
of the concern, the supervisor would seek advice or 
assistance from upper-management or staff support. In 
a like manner, a concern relating to activities not 
within the supervisor's responsibilities would be 
addressed by seeking advice and assistance from the 
organizational unit having responsibility for the work 
activity. In cases of issues that are either complex 
or outside the competence of the organizi inal unit, 
ass istance may be requested from any of the 
organizational units within the ONP organizat in. The 
supervisor should not hesitate to seek assistati.e from 
higher levels within the organization and. If 
warranted, have an evaluation or investigation of the 
Issue initiated.  

Within the ONP organization, there are a large number 
of technical personnel that are experienced in 
technical evaluation and Investigation. When issues 
develop that supervisors are not familiar with, the 
supervisor or higher levels of management may utilize 
these technical personnel to assist In investigations.



The tC 4 .,n the tfP SRS way~ utilizethesame 
poo of r ot64-a1th1te line organization as the 
areprovided to the aie ti 

may -idicate a "me for speicalexrtso ehltt eOiprtiso with sufficient Isolation from the line to 
maintatnt tnd*eondonce or conf idential ity. In th*40 
cases, the ECP may utilize technical expertise from 
other sites or contract for the Investigation.  

S. Olfferfnq Professional Opinions 

le.f an £CP SR receives an employee concern which 
Involves &a Issue of differing professional opinion.  
the ECP SR Informs the- £CP Manager Immediately of the 
nature of the Issue. The ECP Manager will ensure that 
an appropriate resolution *achanism has boon 
established within the TVA QUIP organization and that 
the existence of the Issue Is brought to the attention 
of the Manager of Iuclear Power and any other 
Individual designated by his.  

0. Employee Concern Proram Evaluation 

The ECP Manager Is responsible for providing a system for 
evaluating the adequacy of the £CP. Several aspects of the 
program will be evaluated as Indicated In the followinq 
sections.  

1. Em~plyee Understanding of the Program 

The ECP Manager will periodically determine the 
employee's understanding of the program for voicing a 
concern. This may Include sending questionnaires to 
emnployees. conducting Interviews. or any method that 
will be statistically representative.  

2. Employee Satisfaction With Employee Concern Pro2ram 

The ECP SR at all locations will periodically determine 
the employee's satisfaction with the program based upon 
his experience with voicing concerns, the resolution of 
the concern. the timeliness of the process, and the 
resultant corrective action.  

This determination will Include feedback from employees 
known to have taken concerns to the line organization 
as well as to the ECP SR.



CO~ft4entiality and frecrimnation. Such Eiscu-sloeas 
will #beI holdo a periodic basis to determine If line 
anE ECP Staff activities art being successful In 
Improving the m 1oy*jftngemet relation~ship. Such 
discussions and findings fromn those discussions will be 
handled so that protection to these employees is 
provided.  

4. Trenin of theumbrgfE YMe*s Usin the Lint 

The ECP Manager will periodically meet with the IG to 
discuss the trends involving employees using the IG 
system instoad of the ECP system. Information relating 
to root causes as determined by the IG will be 
evaluated by the [CO ManaMer to design corrective 
action to the ECV4ý tern.  

In addition to eValuations performed by the ECP Nanager.  
additional evaluation or &Wiat of the program will be made 
by the Quality Assurance organization.

07071%



Powwtw~ y7 w%1w 9"IT IfYUgFM1W TrU W I9 , 19 4TO V gie YA iMe to improve Its own system, &ad to gain additional oxeiprienci in some 
artas.y TVA establ ished a Contract With am independent Contractor.  
QualI Ity Technology r~pay (QTCQ.  

TVA specified In the contract that all employees would be ensured 
NO 1400161 tY unleSS they consented to QMC releasing their 
Idenity. tinder thtis arrangmemnt. OTC would not of"e TVA the names' of eq).Ie*s, expressing concerns. To prvyide the highest degree of 
protection to the TVA employees, IVA contracted to have allI employees 
associated with, the Watts Bar project Interviewed, thus eliminating the potential for an employ*e to be uncomfo ,table or reluctant by 
having to volunteer to be Interviewed.  

This special program is described below.  

I. Obtainine YSEMlo Concerns 

OTC was located at the Watts Bar site to receive concerns from 
TVA employees. In addition, private Interviews were scheduled 
in Knoxville for Watts Bar project employees in the TVA 
Knoxville offices. OTC was provided with facilities at the site where em'4vees could be privately Interviewed. Initially. some 
employees wt -a Interviewed for 20 minutes. The remainder were Interviewed vor 30 minutes. and any concerns expresse were 
documented by OTC. in cases where employees had Issues that 
could not be expressed in the allotted time. followup interviews 
were conducted by OTC.  

Employee a ;ociatod with the Watts Bar project were provided 
complete access to QTC through scheduled Interviews, by *walk-in*M interviews. and by utilizing toll fret telephone 
numbers. in addition, new employees (or employees transferred 
to Watts Bar from other TVA sites) were Interviewed, and exit 
Interviews were conducted by QTC when eMployees left the site.  
Employees at all sites had access to OTC by utilizing toll free 
telephone numbers and by mall.  

At the beginning of the effort, 4.864 employees were identified 
for Interviews. When the Interview process by OTC was closed 
out on February 1, 1986, 5,876 employees had been Interviewed, 
Approximately. 5,000 concerns had been raised by approximately 
1,850 employees.



A. Proyas at the Watts Bar UnClear Pltnt Site, 

The first phaSe of the Watt Bar ZOqloyee Conmern SWeIaM 
Program (ECSP). primarily Involving Identification of eMployee 
concerns. his beon completed. Watts Bar employee concerns 
havte-e tdeetitted and any were Investigated individually.  
The snet phase of the progrm. which has as Its objective the 
resolution of the concerns Identified as applicable to 
Watts Bar anW those applicable to other TVA nuclear plants.  
has begun.  

We bwm evaluated the program results thus far and have considered the NRC comments *xpresse as a result of its U(P Inspections. Wir review confirmed the nee for a new approach 
to order to place emphasis on providing an In-depth review of the areas where concerns were, Identified. achieving a more 
rapt# resolution of Issues. developing a generic treatment of Issues addressing the applicability to all plants. 16idifying 
pattern soad root causes. Increasing efficiency. Improvi~q mangement control. and providing a more effective means, ,f 
closeout. while at the sawe time ensuring employee 
confidentiality. All concerns. both safety-related and 
nonsafety-related. will be resolved by -this methodology.  
JiN order to accomelish resolution of the employee concerns. as 
described above. TVA establishvd the Watts Bar Employee Onicern Task Group (ECYG) In February 1986. The ECTG is 
composed of TVA employees. Including senior managers, and Is 
assisted by contractors having special expertis* in certain 
areas.  

To resolve and close out the concerns In an effective and 
efficient manner. the concerns have been grouped Into nine 
categories. This provides for consistent evaluation of related concerns and evaluation of their collective Impact.  
This also aids in Identifying and developing Immediate and 
po.(%dnont corrective actions to address the issues 
Spiecifically and programmatically. The responsibility for 
each category has been assigned to a designated evaluation 
group within the task group. This responsibility Includes 
Identification of the Issues Involved. thorough Investigation 
of the Issues. Identification of root causes. Identification 
of Potentially reportable 10 CFR 50.55(o), 50.72, 50.73. and Part 21 Items, concurrence with Identified corrective actions, 
and preparation of a closeout report.



"Olding 
Construction 
Industrial Saety 
Engineering 

The concerns to eachi category were asinted to a revfsw 
group. The review groups utilize sMier MW aadfor cowtractor 
per sonmelI to: 

I. Sgrosp categories as needed 
2. Of Mise specific review approaches and establish a schedule, 

f 3r review 

3. Perform the review atd test the validity of preliminary 
conclusions. determine eWent of Imot~tions. and evaluate 
their signif icanc 

4. Notify the lIte orgauization of amy conditions adverse to 
quality discovered during Investigations and evaluations 

S. Perform rbot cause determination 

4. Review anid concur In fisal corrective actions 

7. Prepare # closeout report which forms the basis for 
closing the concerns in each category.  

During the review process. any Items whuich are identified as 
being potentially reportable Me~r 10 CFA 50.55(e). SO.??.  
50.73, and/or Part 21 will be referred to the responsible TVA 
organization for action. These referrals will be 
appropriately documnoted and tracked as part of the program.  

A Senior Review Panel consisting of nuclear Industry experts 
from outside TVA, reporting to the Manager of Nuclear Power, 
has been established. The purpose of this panel Is to 
review: concern categorization. root cause analysis. proposed 
correCtive actions. and group closeout reports.



-We W Nww wwot UWMN #VW1V 6WW U &$'9 v to) vne &pprW~9oprato evaluation gyoo to be Includd as appopIat# in the 
evaluation of employee conceres. Those items that prallel 
employee concern issUs will be. included to the subcategory 
Investigations.  

lhe closeout of the existing concerns will be accomplished 
through the preparation and dittributto., of formal reports for each Isse cateory. The reports will include a section 
outlining IVA's planned actions to r~solvt the task group findings. These reports will be made available to all employees and other ifterosted parties to Indicate how thest comcers were resolved.  

The 14 will investigate and report on intimidation and 
harassment Issues. to addition. he will monitor the other elements of the program to ensure that confidentiality Is maintained. the IG will assume responsibilities f-ýr these activities currently Deing completed by the Office of the 
Ceneral Counsel.

Commitmeats to MC relating to the Watts Bar ECS? (io the Uoveer20. 1965 submittal) will be Identified; and, If they are not to be Included in this revised program, they will be reevaluated. As a result of this reevaluation. the program will either be modified or the commitment revised.  

This program *t subject to Quality Assurance overview.  

I. Some of the concerns derived from the QTC Interview process Involve tho Browns Ferry. Sequoyah. and Bellefonte Niuclear Plants. Some of these concerns, mostly Involving Sequoyah, 
were investigated by NSRS or OTC. In addition, concerns at each of the TVA plants were reviewed for their potential generic applicability to the other plants. The Watts Bar ECYG will Investigate and report Its findings on the remaining 
concerns that are specific to or generically applicable to these plants. These concerns may be investigated Individually 
or grouped as practicable to efficiently complete the Investigations, Reports will be published Identifying the findings, and the line organization will Identify the 
corrective actions to the Watts Sir ECrO for Its concurrence.
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